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Abstract 

Gordon, P., and Chafe& J., 1990. Verb-based versus class-based accounts of actionality effects 
in children’s comprehension of passives. Cognition, 36: 227-254. 

Sever-’ studies have shown that children perform worse on tests of passive 
comprehension when the verb is non-actional than when it is actional. Most 
existing accounts focus on the semantic characteristics of the class of non-action 
verbs in explaining this difference. An alternative is a “verb-based” account in 
which passives are initially learned verb by verb, and children hear fewer 
non-actional passives in their language input. An analysis of the passives heard 
by Adam, Eve and Sarah (Brown, 1973) found more actional than non-ac- 
tional pa&ve$, rqz&ezi ;+&h &e Veib-bhqed mcoimt. in a second study, 
children tested for passive comprehension were re-tested a week later. The 
verb-based account predicts that children should show a consistent pattern of 
responses for individual verbs on test and re-test. Such consistency was found, 
with some inconsistency due to improvement over the re-test. Further analyses 
showed no effects of affectedness in explaining children’s problems with pas- 
sives. Finally, we discuss whether c; mixed model containing both verb-based 
and class-based mechanisms is required to explain the actionality efiects. 

It is often found that children learning language do not formulate general 
hypotheses about the rules of the language. Rather, learning occurs quite 
gradually in many cases, and, in its final adult form, the language exhibits 
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th this in mind, the present paper 
- a rule so simple in its operation, yet 

emantic roles to gram- 
nterest in how chil passive was stimulated 

Pox, and ChaPHey (1979) found that children were 
verbs such as like than 

hinney, & Avery, 1982; 
er & Braine, 1985; Pinker, 

attempts to exp2;ain the 
discrepancy in children nt paper we will classify 
the accounts into two basic types: class-based and verb-based. Class-based 
accourzts focus on the semantic properties of non-action verbs as a class. 

ese properties may also include the types of arguments (e.g., agent, pa- 
ent, experiencer) that are typically associated with the different semantic 

classes of verbs. Verb-based accounts, on the other hand, propose that chil- 
dren are restricted in their knowledge of passives by the input. The verbs that 
they hear in the passive voice are more often actional than non-actionai and 
acquisition JS based ptimer$y on &m-by -item iearning. Thus, it is not the 
semantic nature of t,4e verb classes that constrains acquisition, but the input. 

In explaining their original findings atsos et al. (1985) proposed that 
chikben’s passives are restricted to ve at are high in “semantic transitiv- 

ThomI;son, 1980). This concept denotes a cluster of proper- 
o the animacy, definiteness, intentional@ and affectedness of 
uments. Maratsos et al. (1985) suggested that children may 

ze that tte English passive is constrained by semantic trans- 
that rules in other languages appear to be so con- 

ce, children believe that passives 
ighk: transitive in this sense. 

e (19g5) found evidence that acquisition of passives is 
not all-or-none icular subclasses of verbs (e.g., action, mental, percep- 
tual). They reasoned that if ch’idren learned the passive for subclasses of 
verbs, then for any particular a;lbciass a child should either know ail of the 
pass)ses or not. This, in turn, shoul reduce a tendency toward a bimodai 
distribution. In fact, Sudhaltc,r and ine (1985) found that children’s re- 

assive compre ension task did not differ from the binomial 
from an evenly varying set of responses. 
ine used this evidence to favor an alternative, “cue- 

based” approach in which different elements within the sentence (e.g., Be + 
eq provide cues associ;dted with various functions such as reversing the argu- 
ment roles. e preposition by in the passive construction was said to cue 
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the child to expect in agent r -2ument. Since the object of the by phrase in 
non-actional passives is not an agent, the competition between cues would 
create a higher probability for errors with non-action verbs, but the error 
function would be continuous rather than discrete. While this account differs 
considerably from other class-based accounts, it does make reference to the 
semantic classes of non-action verbs via their semantic arguments (e.g., ex- 
periencer vs. agents) and is consequently classified as class-based in the pres- 
ent scheme. 

Pinker et al. (1987) have suggested that children’s problems with non-ac- 
tional passives may be part of a constraint on language learning. Children’s 
passive acquisition must not generalize to verbs such as fit that cannot be 
passivized in constructions such as *John was ft: 5y the suit. Using learnability 
arguments, Pinker et al. point out that there would be no retreat from such 
overgeneralization in the absence of negative evidence. Since children do not 
regularly produce such erroneous passives, they could not receive negative 
feedback. Hence, they could not learn that such passives are ungrammatical. 

_? ‘AL4..-A: __ Pinker et al. suggest that the Maratsos effect may be _ _____IIIWVCUCXVIA of a ~~Z?Z.--* .A. . . . . . 
~lltip~ ---I _-‘22 qpm& TV passive generalization that limits early generalization to 
verbs with agent-patient argument structures (i.e., action verbs). However, 
they also caution that the Maratsos effect pertains to comprehension, not to 
grammaticality. They note that comprehension tests are “virtually certain not 
to provide evidence on the grammaticality of the Sentences for the [child] (SCI 
long as they are comprehensible)” (Pinker et al., p. 235). Thus, the primary 
tasks employed in their report were production studies of novel verbs having 
various combinations of associated argument roles. Presumably, if children 
felt that a verb was unpassivizable then they would be less willing to use it 
in the passive form. 

In Pinter et al.‘s studies, one of the strongest findings was that children 
were much more willing to passivize verbs that had been modeled in the 
passive form (“unproductive passives”) than those that had been modeled in 
the active form and required a generalization (“productive passives”). While 
this result may not be surprising, it does indicate A stronger role for lexical 
learning than for productive generalization in the passivization of new verbs. 
Pinker et al. (1987) (following Pinker, 1984) proposed that much of the 
Maratsos effect may be explainable by vtrb-based mechanisms, although they 
appear to favor a mixture of verb-based and class-based accounts. 

How would a verb-based mechanism work? In an informal analysis of 
passives in children’s language input, Jill de Villiers (personal communica- 
tion) found that the childrenmdid not hear many non-actional passives. This 
was also noted by Maratsos et al. (1985), again informally. If children initially 
acquire passives primarily for those action verbs that have been heard in the 
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passive form, then they should be better on actional passives when it Comes 
to comprehension tasks (cf. Pinker, 1 

e verb-based account pres the passive is and rep- 
re ted on ~ndi~du~ verbs wi lexicon. This is co with cur- 
rent theories of grammar that require separate le representations for 
active and passive forms of verbs (e.g., Bresnan, 1 Gazdar, Klein, Pul- 
lum, & Sag, 1985) and contrasts with earlier approaches where passives were 
derived from deep strudur~ actives (e.g., Chomsky, 1965). The notion that 
children initially acquire rules over individual lexical items, either before or 
while they are formatting more generalized rules, has frequently been post- 
ulated in language acquisition research (e.g., Brown, 1973; Bowerman, 1982; 

1978; ok, 1979; sos, 1983; 
nker, based le useful in 

why children show only limited generalization of rules in the early stages of 
, subject-auxiliary inversion, progressive inflection, 
and causative constructions all appear to show such 

a pattern of development. 
There are two separzie issues in considering the role of lexical learning of 

passives. The first issue is whether the passive is initially acquired on indi- 
vidual verbs. The second is whether that acquisition pattern explains the 
actionality effects. For example, atsos has argued that chi 

on an item-by- basis (e.g., Maratsos, 19 
actionality effects in passive comprehension, Maratsos et al. 

rejected the possibility of a verb-based account. Their re- 
on an informally reported analysis that indicate 

dence of verb-based learning. Children were tested on passive camp 
with each verb three times, for a total of 75 trials. For individual verbs, 
children’s answers appeared to be normally distributed over the three re- 
sponses. Presumably, Maratsos .et al. (1985) predicted a bimodal distribution 
if some children knew the passive for that verb, and others did not. 

Very few researchers have actually proposed a verb-based account of the 
aratsos effect. Since the effect seems so clearly to be semantically moti- 

vated, it is natural to look for semantic (class-based) explanations. As noted, 
Pinker (1984) and Pinker et al. (1987) support a mixed model of verb-based 
and class-based accounts, but no one has previously advocated a purely verb- 
based account for the effect. In the present paper we will see how far one 
can go within a purely verb-based account. Since we believe that this is a lot 
further than one might initially expect, it is worthwhile considering the possi- 

erb-based account is sufficient to explain the Maratsos effect by 
ver, we do not intend to hold rigidly to such a position. 

e first problem for a verb-based account is to explain how children 
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generalize passives to v 
(1987) cite many cases 

s that are unattested in the input. Pinker et al. 
re 

could uot have heard in 
children produce passives on verbs that they 

assive form, which must therefore be the result 
of a generalizati 
Verb-based accou 

n’t like being falled down on” - Wasow, 1981). 

seek to explain 
rule out generalization of passives. They only 

fferences 
resentation. Why, the 

in terms of differential input and rep- 

and allow children to 
generalization not spread throughout the system 
ly comprehend passives of non-action verbs? 

Bowerman (1987) has 
ing that is said to occ 

nted out that we must distinguish between learn- 
on-line” versus “off-line”. In on-line learning, 

generalizations are made as they are used. In off-line learning, they are made 
what independent of actual usage. If 

n a case-by-case basis, children would 
generalize the passive 
rather than having g 

erbs when the need arises (i.e., on-line), 

swoop (i.e., off-line). 
infiltrate the whole system in one fell 

is similar to notions like “analogy” suggested by 
at-the-moment-of-speaking transfers ef syntactic 

possible through a generalization 

consulting an establishe 
ct this method to be less effective than simply 

assive lexical entry containing the necessary infor- 
mation regarding argument roles. Established passive lexical entries, derived 
from the input, would be more common for action verbs than for non-action 
verbs. Hence, actional passives should be better comprehended than non-ac- 
tionals. In fact, if generalization is simpler when there is a semantically re- 
lated verb established, then the actionality effects would be enhanced because 
there would be more stored actional passives that could serve as models for 
generalization to semantically similar verbs. 

Currently, the verb-based account of the Maratsos effect relies heavily an 
unsystematic reports of differential passive input for action and non-action 
verbs. If one is to take such a proposal at all seriously, it is necessary to 
provide more substantial evidence that children’s language input lacks non- 
actional passives. This is examined in the first study of the present paper. 

It will be recalled that Maratsos et al. (1985) failed to find a bimodal 
distribution for performance on individual verbs in their task, and thus re- 
jected a verb-based account of the actionality effects. However, the require- 
ment of a bimodal distribution may be too strong to aliow us to evaluate the 



proposals since experimental “noise” may prevent such a result. In addition, 
the data were reported only informally and cannot be fully evaluated. The 
second study of the present paper employs a more straightforward method 
by looking for consistency over test and re-test for individual verbs in chil- 
dren’s comprehension of passives. A verb-based account predicts that if chil- 
dren comprehend a passivized verb on one test, they will also comprehend 
that passive on a re-test. A class-based account makes no such prediction. 

thod 

this analysis we searc the language input to Adam, E 
rown, 1973) using the LDES computerized transcripts 

& Snow, 19G‘)a. The aim of the study was to determine the proportion of 
actional and non-actional passives that children hear from adults. Adam’s 
data extended from ages 2;3 to 4;ll and contained 26,178 input utterances. 
Eve’s data were from 1;6 to 2;3 with 15,650 input utterances. Sarah’s data 
were from 2;3 to 5;l 44,827 input rances. Thus, there was a total of 

st of these were spoken by the 
ng the data. The KWAL (key word 

HILDES was used to extract passives in the chil- 
searches files for particular strings and returns the 

which they occurred. We searched all utterances spoken by 
than the child for the strings: be, being, been, *‘re, *‘m, *‘s, is, 

was, were, are, am, +ed, *en, *wn, *r-n, got, get, gets (‘*’ indicates wildcard 
string-initi& sequence). Notice here that the data included both be-passives 
and get-pas;sives, plus one example of “it needs fixed”. 

Passive types 

ce~&prcs were divided into the two main types: verbal and adjectival, with an 
additional class of adjunct passives. The major distinction between verbal and 
adjectival passives has been vely in the linguistics litera- 

asow, 1977; Levin & ver, these studies do not 
provide useful tests for determining whether the kinds of passives found in 
the present data were verbal or adjectival. Thus, we needed to develop some 
other methods for differentiating the two passive types. 

Verbal passives bear the closest relation to their active counterparts and 
are classically what one thinks of as “real” passives. Consequently, they 
should be more significant in considering issues of generalization between 
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active and passive forms of verbs. All full passives were uncontroversially 
classified as verbal. In the case of short passives (i.e., those lacking a by 
phrase), process or dynamic interpretations were classified as verbal, and 
states were classified as adjectival. In this case, the process/state distinction 
is not used to classify verb types (which would be more or less coextensive 
with the actional/non-actional distinction), but to classify the situation de- 
noted by the construction. For example, being seen by someone is considered 
a process even though see is non-actional. Being in a condition of “washed- 
ness” is a state, even though wash is actional. In other words this use of the 
process/state distinction cross-cuts the actional/non-actional distinction. 

A further cue distinguishing verbal versus adjectival passives is suggested 
by Roeper (1987), who points out that true verbal passives have an implicit 
logical subject (e.g., agent). For example, the verbal (process) reading of 
broken can support a purpose clause as in the toy was broken to prove a point 
(the implicit agent is subject of prove). However, this is not possible with an 
adjectival (state) reading: *the toy is broken to prove a point (where the 
sentence refers to the toy being in a state of brokenness). 

Thus, if the context suggested an implicit logical subject, the passive was 
judged to be verbal. While such judgements are somewhat based on context, 
the tense and aspect of the verb also provide a clue. Verbal passives are most 
often used in the past tense. A passive in the simple present form (e.g., the 
toy is broken) normally describes a state rather than a process. Present tense 
processes normally require the progressive form (the to;; is being broken), 
and these were quite rare in the transcripts (n = 7). 

These cues, taken together, provided quite good indicators of the verbal 
versus adjectival status of passives, Given the nature of the task, we cannot 
always be certain that a speaker necessarily intended a process or state deno- 
tation. However, a small amount of error would not be damaging to the 
overail conclusions, which focus on actionality rather than passive type. 

The third category of passives was adjuncts. These were cases where the 
passivizzd verb served as an adjunct to its subject, which was usually the 
object lcnf get or need. Such passives could be either adjectival (e.g., “YOU got 

your back sunburned”) or verbal (e.g., “You need your diaper changed”), 
where the former indicates a state, and the latter a process with an implicit 
agent. The adjunct passive was normally associated with some kind of causa- 
tive interpretation. There was also a final category of “pseu50 passives” 
where the form of the construction ad all of the elements of a passive (be, 
V + ed), but the interpretation was too idiosyncratic to be classified as a true 
passive (e.g., It’s calledfnamed X, You’re supposed to X). Sometimes, the 
verb was intransitive (e.g., It’s gone, It’s stuck); sometimes the surface subject 
was also a possible logical subject (e.g., I’m finished, I’m tired). These 
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“pseudo passives” were excluded from the analysis. Finally, immediate repet- 
itions of passives were only counted as a single token. 

All but four of the passives in the input were short (i.e., lacking a by-phrase). 
The scarcity of full passives (also noted by Maratsos et al., 1985) suggests 
that tie acquisition mechanism cannot rely on children hearing many full 

‘VCS as their mBde1 for passive acquisition. This makes Sudhalter and 
osal highly implausible, because they suggest that chil- 

non-actional passives result from a cue conflict when 
tion by has an experiencer argument instead of an agent. 
tigate rhe distribution of passive types, verbal, adjectival and ad- 

junct passives in t!le input were categorized as either actional or non-actional. 
The results are summarized in Table 1; the verbs are listed in Appendix A. 

passive types showed a dominance of actional over non-actional passives. 
owever, the dominance was much greater for the verbal passives (93% 

actional) than for the adjectivals (59% actional). The adjuncts were distri- 
d like the verbal passives (92% actional). 
n the one h:lnd, it could be argued that the verbal passive, which most 

clearly lacks non-actionals, is the most significant for acquisition. For exam- 
ple, in tests of passive comprehension, there has always been a focus on 
verbal rather than adjectival passives. On the other hand, it could also be 

Table 1. Proponion ofpassive types in the combined input for Adam, Eve and Sarah 
(frequencies in parentheses) 

Actional Non-actional i 

Verbal 

Types 
Tokens 

Adjectiva 

Types 
Tokens 

Adjunct 

Types 
Tokens 

Total 
Types 
Tokens 

.93 (52) 

.92 (84) 

29 i47j 
.57 (113) 

.92 (22) 

.92 (23) 

.76 (121) 

.70 (220) 

.07 (4) 

.08 (7) 

.41(32) 

.43 (84) 

.08 (2) 

-08 (2) 

24 (38) 
.30 (93) 
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argued that the adjectival passive has the same morphology as the verbal 
passive and also assigns the thematic role of the logical object (e.g., theme) 
to its subject. Hence, the adjectival passive might also be important in the 
acquisition process. One should prob ly consider both passives as a source 
of children’s knowledge, with some extra weighting given to the verbal pas- 
sives. It should also be noted that the adjectival passives were more frequent 
(197 tokens) than verbal passives (91 tokens), although neither represented 
a large proportion of the children’s total input (cf. Brown, 1973). Passives in 
general represented only 36/1000 of all input utterances. 

Why were there relatively more non-action verbs found in adjectival rather 
than verbal passives? One reason is that the verbal/adjectival distinction for 
passive types was not totally independent of the action/non-action distinction 
for verb types. This is illustrated with verbs like hurt. In the verbal passive 
there is an implicit agent, and hence there is a causative reading (i.e., X 
causes Y to be hurt), which implies some action. However, in the adjectival 
passive, no agent is implied and the reading indicates a purely affective state 
(i.e., Y is hurt), which is non-actional. A number of adjectival passives fell 
into this category (e.g., frightened, hurl, scared, started). 

Interestingly, most of the adjunct passives were adjectival in nature (i.e., 
state rather than process), yet they showed the same strong actional over 
non-actional preference as the verbal passives (albeit with limited data). This 
is explainable by the fact that the construction in which the adjunct passive 
is embedded is itself causative (e.g., I got the back finished), and hence 
entails an actional reading. 

A second reason why actionality is correlated with the verbal versus adjec- 
tival distinction relates to the question that is begged by the whole analysis. 
Why do adults avoid non-actional passives in the first place? One of the main 
functions of the passive in English is to pragmatically focus the logical object 
of the verb by placing it in subject position. Van Oosten (1986) also points 
out that short passives are used as a device for obviating mention of vague, 
unspecified agents (e.g., “someone” did X). In either case, the passive re- 
quires the speaker to predicate something of the logical object. For the most 
part, the logical objects of non-action verbs don’t have much happening to 
them. If John SEES Bill, it is only John who is doing or experiencing some- 
thing. There would be little reason to focus on Bill unless he was maybe 
trying to hide from John. On the other hand, if John HITS Bill, then there is 
something happening to Bill, and one might want to focus on that by making 
Bill the surface subject in a passive. 

In the case of the adjectival passive, there is only one argument and no 
implicit logical subject. Therefore, the iJo~I ‘cc 1~ of competing focus does not 
arise. The adjectival passive emerges simply as a description of a state of 
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ted of its surface subject. The estion of “how much is hap- 
subject is not relevant, and would predict that actional 

and non-actional adjectival passives would be quite evenly distributed, as 
they appear to be in the present data. 

The present analysis reveals that non-actional passives in children’s input are 
indeed rare, but only in the case of the verbal passives (and adjuncts). The 
fact that there were many ilan-actional passives for adjectival passiires may 
or may not be a problem - perhaps depending on one’s theory of the relation 
between adjectival and verbal passives. Maratsos et al. (1985) noted that, in 
their passive input data, they found no instances of verbs like see, hear, 
remember, or know - the non-action verbs typically found in passive experi- 
ments. In tie present data, we also found that the passives classified as 
“non-actional” were mostly not those that are tested for in passive acquisition 
studies (see Appendix A). LJnlike aratsos et al., we did find known and 
loved in Sarah’s corpus (both used aratsos et al‘s studies). 

On a verb-based account, this is lly about the number of “hits” one 
would like to find. The proportion of non-actional passives to actional pas- 
sives is less significant than the frequencies of individual non-action verbs 
used in the passive voice. Ir a typical study, children might be tested on 6-8 

: 
nal passives, of which they may know between 2 and 4. Since the 
ata underestbnate the children’s input by a factor of about 100-200, 

the likelihood that 2-4 relevant non-actional passive verb types occurred in 
any one child’s input is quite good.” Note that one cannot simply use the 
underestimation factor as a multiplier for projecting expected frequencies to 
the whole corpus (i.e., expecting 200-400 non-actional passive types in the 
full corpus). Rather, because there is a very strong bias against using these 
particular verbs in the passive voice, their occurrence should be considered 
a ‘Yard event”. What the current data establish is that passivization of these 
verbs is not a non-occurring event, and that given a sufficiently large sample 
a few of them will probably occur a few times in a child’s input. If one adds 
to this the probabiity that some limited generslization might aiso occur, then 
the nature of the input appears to be compatible with the results one finds 
in experimental studies. 

ile the data from this analysis indicate a plausible basis for a verb-based 

‘The 1OCMtO underestimation factor is calculated on speech samples taken for about 1 hour, every 2 weeks 
in the early samples, and about once a month in the later samples. If a normal day contains about 7 hours of 
speech. then multiplying this by 14 days gives us an underestimation factor of 98. Multiplying by 30 days gives 
us 210. 
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account, they are also compatible with a class-based account. That is, one 
could simply postulate that children’s inductions are generalized to the classes 
of verbs they hear passivized - perhaps along the lines of semantic transitivity 
suggested by Maratsos et al. (1985). Therefore we still need further evidence 
that actually differentiates between a verb-based and a class-based account. 
This is provided in the following study. 

In the second study, we tested children’s comprehension for actional and 
non-actional passives. A week later, we re-tested them on the same set of 
verbs. A purely class-based account predicts only that children will have 
general problems with non-actional passives as a class. Therefore, errors on 
non-actional passives should represent somewhat random responses. In con- 
trast, a verb-based account focuses on children’s knowledge of passives for 
individual verbs. Hence, a passivized verb that a child knows rm the first test 
should also be known on the re-test, and there should be high consistency in 
a test-retest comparison of individual verbs for individual children. 

In this test, we were also interested in whether the Maratsos effect occurs 
for short passives, which have never been tested in relation o the actional/ 
non-actional distinction. This is particularly relevant in evaluating Sudhalter 
and Braine’s (1985) proposal, which hinges on a conflict of cues within the 
by-phrase. Since the short passive has no by-phrase, there should be no 
conflict, and hence no difference between actional and non-actional short 
passives. If there are actionality effects in the short passive, then Sudhalter 
and Braine’s hypothesis is untenable. In addition, since most of the input 
data in Study i consisted of short passives, one might speculate that actional- 
ity effects are limited to full passives, which children are less familiar with. 
Again, if the effect remains, this alternative interpretation can be ruled out. 

Method 

Subjects 
Thirty-three preschoolers were originally tested; three were dropped from 

the analysis due to response bias (see Results section). The remaining 30 
subjects were divided into two groups of 15 by age. The younger group 
ranged from 3;Q to 4;2 (Iw = 3;6). The older group ranged from 4;2 to 5;6 
(A4 = 4;6). All were native speakers of English from mixed SES families. 
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rials and design 
set of verbs used in this study included nine action verbs (drop, eat, 

carry, kiss, ?W,c” :, wash, shake, hug, kick) and ni non-action verbs (watch, 
forget, hear, know, remember, believe, like, see, . The full passives are 
listed in Appen in each subset of nin s, three were tested in 
the full passive, short passive and t the active form. Thus, 
each child received a total of 18 verbs with six in each construction type. In 
addition, each child was Ye-tested in exactly the same condition about one 
week after the initial test. There were three pre-determined random orders 
of presentation, e suring that each verb appeared in each of the three con- 
struction types across subjects. 

In develop the procedure, we wanted to eliminate many of the problems 
associated wi esting non-action verbs in the passive. Comprehension tasks 
usually require the child to act out a sentence with toys or else to identify an 
appropriate picture depicting the sentence. However, acting out non-actional 
states can present obvious problems, as can attempting to depict such states 
pictorially (see de Villiers et al., 1982; Maratsos et al., 1985). In Maratsos et 
al’s (1979) original procedure, children were told a sentence such as “Mickey 
was known by Goow and were then asked “Who did it?” Clearly, such a 
question is odd for a non-actional verb. Later studies have asked “Who knew 

aratsos et al., 1985; Sudhalter & Braine, 1985). IIovvever, 
requires comprehension of a complex reciprocal construc- 

‘on. Such complexity is a serious consideration if it can be shown that non-ac- 
ady harder to process. Lempert and Kinsbourne (1981) 

have demonstrated that children have worse memory for the arguments of 
non-action verbs than for those of action verbs, even when the voice is active. 
All existing procedures for testing passive comprehension require the child 
to remember the arguments of the verbs prior to responding. Therefore, we 
developed a procedure that did not make demands on memory, was not 
“odd”, and did not involve complex constructions. 

This procedure involved showing children a picture of a boy called John 
engaged in some activity and telling them a short story describing the events 
in the picture. One example involved John eating peas, which he hated. The 
story included an active sentence describing John’s relation to the objects in 
question (e.g., “John hated the peas”). We then asked two questions, one to 
be affirmed and the other denied. These questions were either active, short 
passive or full passive, as in the following: 

t: 
Did John hate the peas? 
Did the peas hate John? 
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SHORT/FULL PASSIVE: 

t: 
Were the peas hated (by John)? 
Was John hated* (by the peas)? 

Each child received the a. question first followed by the 6. question (or vice 
versa) for each verb tested. Notice that these sentences are non-reversible. 
That is, there is only one plausible “hater” (John) and only one plausible 
“hatee” (the peas). Investigators of passive acquisition generally use reversi- 
ble passives in which both noun phrases could fulfill the given semantic roles 
(e.g., John was kicked by Bill). The reason is that children can presumably 
use non-linguistic knowledge to determine the most plausible interpretation 
of a non-reversible passive (Bever, 1970). However, in this test it was not 
possible for the child to use this strategy since the test requires knowledge of 
how to assign the correct argument roles in the question structures. The 
advantage of this procedure is that it does not require the child to hold in 
memory “who did what to whom” which, given Lempert and Minsboume’s 
(1981) observations, could interact with the verb type and spuriously produce 
a difference between action and non-action verbs. 

Training 
Since children were to receive two questions, it was important to ensure 

that they knew that one of the questions should be answered “yes” and the 

other “no” and that they paid attention to the differences between the two 
questions. Children were given explicit instructions and training to ensure the 
efficacy of the procedure. In the training, they were shown pictures of one 
object on top of another and were asked, for example, “Is the present on the 
chair?” and “Is the chair on the present. 9” If children failed to differentiate 
their answers, they were reminded that one question should be answered 
YES and the other NO. If a child answered three consecutive pairs of ques- 
tions correctly, he or she was moved immediately on to the main test items; 
24 children met this criterion. The remaining nine children went on to take 
the full test, but their data were only retained if they showed differentiation 
of Yes/No answers on 80% of the main items. Three children failed to meet 
this criterion and their data were eliminated from the analysis. 

21t might be arg ued that “Was John hated?” could be interpreted as a general statement about John’s 
popularity. However, since children performed somewhat better on the short passive than the unambiguous 
full passive, we find it unlikely that children made this interpretation. 
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esults and discussion 

The 30 children reta failed to differentiate Yes/No re- 
sponses for an averag 8 responses on the main test (SD 2.941, and such 
cases were scored as Despite quite radical differences between the 
present procedure an e results were very comparable to 
previous findings (e.g., 1985). Non-action al passives were 
again more poorly comprehended than actional passives, as shown in Table 
2. Active questions, overall, were superior to passive questions, iWin F&35) 
= 8.56, p = .006. The superiority of actional over non-actional passives was 
found for both the full passive, Min F’(1,39) = 13.31, p = .OOl, and the short 
passive, Arlin F’(1,45) = 9.53, p = .OO3. While performance was somewhat 
better for the short passives than for full passives, the difference was not 
significant, t(29) = .29, p = .77. Since children showed an actionaMy effect 
for short passives, this means that the explanation for the effect does uot he 
within Cse by-phrase, as suggested by Sudhalter and Braine (1985). 

Table 2. Mean proportion correct for Actionality x Voice 
_______ - 

Active Full passive Short passive All passives 
______._- _____ 

Actional xl .63 .71 .67 
Non-actional .S2 .35* .43* .39* 

Total .8$ .49 .57 .53 
~__~- _. __ 

*p < .oM. 

ith respect to age trends, we found that the older children performed 
worse overall on passives than the younger children (see Table 3), but the 
difference was not significant, ~(28) = 1.34, p = .2. While such a decline in 
performance does seem to replicate the anomalous trend previously noted by 
Bever (1970), de Villiers and de Villiers (1973) and Maratsos (1974), an 
attempt to replicate the decline using the present method with larger numbers 
of subjects was not successful, and it would appear that such apparent regres- 
sions might be a statistical rather than a develolbmental anomaly (Gordon, 
19891 .3 

‘Dips in passive acquisition have been found at every age between 2;4 to 56. The more places that a dip 
can occur. the more likely it is that there wi!l be c Ty;e 1 error. Since the studies reported either no statistics 
or non-parametric comparisons of adjacent age groups, there is no assurance that the dips are anything more 
tnan variance - especially when the age groups are often only 3 months apart and hence relatively similar in 
competence. 
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Table 3. Mean proportion correct for Age Group x Voice x Actionality 

Active Full passk e Short passive AII passives 

A NA A NA A NA A NA 

Younger (3;0-4;2) .I32 .78 .69 .41 .77 .48 .73 .45 

Older (4;2-$6) .89 .87 .S8 .29 .64 .39 .61 .34 

Total .85 .82 .63 .35 .71 .43 -67 .39 

Note: A = actional, NA = non-actional. No age differences significant at p c .05. 

The major question of the present study was whether children were consis- 
tent between test and re-test on individual verbs. The data for test and re-test 
are shown in Tables 4 and 5 for action and non-action verbs respectively. To 
test for consistency, we compared the number of verbs that were consistent 
against chance. In other words, if the child was either correct or incorrect on 
both test and re-test for a particular verb, this was scored as consistent for 
that verb. The number of verbs scoring consistently out of a total of 6 was 
compared against a chance total of 3 (i.e., 50%). Hi degrees of consistency 
were found for both the actional passives, M consistent = 4.57/6, t(29) = 8, 
p < .OOl, and the non-actional passives, M consistent = 3.9716, t(29) = 5.49, 
p c .OOl. 

Table 4. Response patterns over test and re-test: action verbs 
_ 

Re-test 
~- 

Test Correct Error 

Correct .65 .07 

Error .13 .15 

Table 5. Response patterns over test and re-test: non-action verbs 

Re-test 

Test Correct Error 

Correct 
Error 
- 

.28 .07 

.24 .41 



of the consistency tests was high, in some ways it 
ation of the degree to which the lexical model is 

s is because many children showed ment from test to 
n be seen in the bottom left cells of and 5 where 24% 

d 13% of the actionals sh 
Since improvement im 

test ts re-test, there is a corresponding underestimation of the degree of 
consistency (although it remains highly significant). Notice that when children 
were correct on the first test on a particular verb, they did not tend to then 
be wrong on the re-test since only 7% of the verbs fell into this pattern (upper 
right cells of Tables 4 and 5). Thus, we can conclude that the main source of 
inconsistency was not randomness, but improvement. 

This improvement is interesting since it occurred in the absence of feed- 
back. It suggests that some generalization might have occurred during the 
task itself, although simple practice effects cannot be ruled out. Similar im- 
provement without feedback was noticed by Cramer (1987) in his studies of 
easy versus eager type adjec ives. In these studies, children often choose the 
incorrect animal as the subject of the complement clause (the biter) in sen- 
tences such as The dog is easy/eager to bite. 

In studying this phenomenon, Cramer (1983) also used a consistency 
analysis to examine the possibility of lexically based learning. In contrast to 
the present study, his analysis failed to find evidence of consistency, and thus 
argued against a ‘exical mechanism for adjective learning. Of course, we 

t assume that adjectives will necessarily be learned in the same way as 
is tempted to ask why there should be such differences, 
ct different learning strategies, and why children should 

adopt different strategies for different constructions. 
Cramer’s estimate of consistency m 

sponding by those of his subjects who 
have been deflated by random re- 
not know the correct answer. Each 

of Cramer’s questions had two possible responses, one correct and one incor- 
rect. This means that there was only a 50% chance of being scored as making 
an error on that adjective if responses were random. Over multiple re-tests, 
the chances of a child being scored as consistently wrong on a particular 
adjective goes down exponentially with each he-test (l/2, l/4, l/8 . . . and so 
on). Since Cromer tested for consistency over 8 tests in a year, there would 
only be a 2-8 probability that any particular adjective would be scored as 
consistently wrong across the test series, given that the child did not know 
that adjective’s argument structure .’ Notice that such response patterns tell 

‘Although Cramer did attempt to control for improvement by eliminating children that showed such 
improvement, his criteria were quite strict, and he may not have eliminated this source of variance. 
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us nothing about whether acquisition is, or is not, item-by-item. The only 
consistency that is crucial to establish item-by-item learning is that once an 
item has been acquired, the child must stick with the correct response. If the 
item is unknown, then the child could either be consistently wrong or random. 
Unfortunately, inconsistency due to randomness was interpreted as counter- 
evidence to an item-based acquisition mechanism. 

The likelihoud that there would be some random responding is quite high’ 
in Cromer’s case because he specifically selected children who were in a stage 
in which they did not show a consistent bias for incorrect answers. ‘I’his would 
decrease the likelihood of having children who produced consistent error 
responses (i.e., a “bias”), and it would select for children who would be 
disposed to respond randomly. 

The present task differs crucially in many respects from that of Cromer. 
First, we did not select for children who would respond randomly. In fact, 
acquisition studies suggest that children who do not know passives probably 
treat them as actives (e.g., Bever, 1970), thus predicting consistently incorrect 
response patterns. Finally, if a child did respond completely randomly in our 
test (ignoring instructions to differentiate the two Yes/No answers), this 
would not be so damaging to estimates of consistency. This is because, on 
each test and re-test, there were four possible outcomes to the two questions 
(yes-yes, yes-no, no-yes, no-no). The probability of getting a spuriously 
“correct” answer with random responses is only 25% instead of 50%. When 
we examine test-retest consistency, there is only a 3’16 chance of a verb being 
scored as inconsistent if responses -Grere totally random in this manner.’ 

Of course, we did try to get children to differentiate their Yes/No answers 
on each item, which would bring the initial chance probability of spurious 
“correct” answers up to 50%. But if children did not heed our instructions, 
randomness is not very harmful to our estimates of consistency. More impor- 
tantly, since we only looked at consistency over 2 tests rather than 8 trials, 
randomness cannot devastate our consistency estimates in the exponential 
manner as they could for Cromer. In summary, the differences between the 
present results and those of Cromer may be more apparent than real. A true 
comparison would have to be made over comparable methodologies. 

More central to our present concerns is the fact that Maratsos et al. (1985) 
failed to find evidence for item-based acquisition in passive comprehension. 

?here are 4 x 4 possible combinations of response patterns over test and re-test. If. say. YES-NO is the 
correct response, then this will be found in 4 of the 16 combinations. One of these will be the correct. 
consistent pattern (i.e., YES-NO + YES-NO). The other three will be inconsistent, hence the 3/16 spurious 
inconsistent scores. The remaining 12 combinations will both contain incorrect responses on test and re-test. 
and will be scored as consistently incorrect. 



In their task, they tested each verb three es in a single session. They failed 
to find evidence of a bimodal distributio hich they predicted for an item- 
based learning strategy (i.e., passives s either be known or not known 
for individual verbs). One possible n for the different results lies 
in the picture-matching task, which noted was not goo for testing non- 
actional states. s alone might create noisy increasing random- 
ness and inconsi nt responding. In addition, et al. (1985) had 75 
items per child. They noted that the order in which the non-actionals and 
actionals were presented had a strong influence on children’s level of correct 
responding, which ranged between 37% and 63% depending on the order of 
presentation. That is, if children were tested on, say, actional passives first, 
this affected the way they responded to non-actional passives later (perhaps 
through generaliz ). Clearly, such within-task effects might preclude a 
meaningful assess of within-verb consistency. In our present study, the 
number of items was only 18, and the re-test, being a week later, might be 
less affected by testing factors and more accurately reflect the true degree of 
consistency. However, we were also not immune to generalization effects 
creating iuconsistency. We found clear evidence of improvement over the 
re-test. Nowever, we were less affected by such generalization bec:?use we 
did not require a bimodal distribution as evidence of item-based learning. 

Semantic transitivity and affectedness 

verb-based account, Maratsos et al. (1985) developed a class- 
cusing on the notion of semantic transitivity. They suggested 

that children notice that the passives in their input are “limited” (i.e., they 
do not include non-action verbs such as like), and they attempt to seek an 
“active generalization about the nature of the data to find such limitations” 
(p. 189). For this they turn to the concepts of intentionality, affectedness and 
so on, which define the notion of “high transitivity” in Hopper and Thompson 
(1980). 

Unfortunately, this proposal confounds the distinction between grammat- 
icality and comprehension, noted previously. What children are trying to do 
in the comprehension task is presumably to get the right interpretation of the 
passive sentence. It would indeed be bizarre if they were trying to figure out 
which passives they should get wrong because the verb does not meet the 
conditions of semantic transitivity. In fact this is a distinction that many 
researchers have failed to consider in attempting to link the Maratsos effect 
to more geneA linguistic principles or related constraints in the adult gram- 
m 

ile it is important to bear this distinction in mind, one cannot necessarily 
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rule out a role for notions like semantic transitivity in explaining the Maratsos 
effect. In the present experiment, the situations described in the different 
items were relatively homogeneous on dimensions such as animacy, intention- 
ality, and definiteness. The one area where they did differ was in “affected- 
ness”. Thus, a relevant test of this particular class-based account would be 
to examine whether there are independent effects due to this aspect of verb 
semantics6 

Affectedness has also been invoked by Lebeaux (unpublished 1985; cited 
in Roeper, 1987) and Pinker et al. (1987), who point to a number of linguistic 
analyses that argue that various rules are subject to an affectedness constraint 
(e.g., Piengo, 1981). Lebeaux has argued that children might initially make 
a distinction between affected and unaffected objects, where only the former 
can move into subject position as in the passive transformation (see Roeper, 
1987 for a fuller account). 

In their strongest form, these proposals could be construed as arguing that 
it is affectedness (or semantic transitivity) rather than actionality per se that 
explains children’s uneven performance on passives. If true, then one should 
find that differences accounted for by affectedness should be greater than, 
and to some extent orthogonal to, those accounted for by actionality. How- 
ever, since non-actional verbs invariably have low-affected logical object ar- 
guments, there will always be a confound between actionality and affected- 
ness if one simply contrasts action and non-action’ verbs. 

A way to unconfound these two factors is to consider affectedness within 
a single class of verbs. While non-action verbs are uniformly low in affected- 
ness of the logical object, action veihr; kre by no means uniformly high. For 
example, holding something does not affect it to the same extent as eating 
it. If it is true that affectedness is significant in constraining passive interpre- 
tation, then children should perform better on a verb like eat than one like 
hold. We tested this prediction by obtaining adult ratings of affectedness for 
the verbs used in the present study. We then examined whether these ratings 
correlated with performance by the children on the different action \rerbs in 
the passive. 

The nine actional ?:pZd X$X non-actional verbs used in the present study 
were rated by six naive &adult rG,ters for the degree to which the logical object 
of the verb is affected by the event described by the verb. Raters were given 
an example that if yoz k:ii someone, they are highly affected, whereas if you 
look at someone or something they are not affected. Using these examples 

qsunoda (1985) has argued that the generalizations regarding agency and volitionality do not hold consis- 
tent!y, and affectedness is the only crucia! miterim fc. I_...L.l., _ ..--.. r cPrn~Ym& *ramrititrity. 
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raters were asked to rate the 18 verbs on a 7-point scale (1 
Questions wer-~: presented in the form; “How affected is 

- where X was appropriate verb. Since we were 
in action verbs, the re presented first, followed by 
. As expected, non-action verbs received uniformly low 

i.1) and hence were not useful for a corre- 
lational analysis. 

ction verbs prodticed a good range of re ses, with mean ratings for 
i&vidual verbs between 1.8 an ihty of the ratings was ex- 
tre good when assessed by dall’s coefficient of concordance, W = 
.71 (8, N = 6) = 34.37, p < . The mean affectedness ratings for each 
verb, along children’s performance on passives for those verbs, are given 
in Table 6. e was absolutely no relationship between the two measures. 
n fact, the correlation was dighty negative, Spearman, rs = -0.18, p = .3. 
n addition, we examined whether there was a gross difference between verbs 

rated higher on affectedness and those rated lower on affectedness. Taking 
a median split Q;I :he ratings for the nine action verbs, average performance 
for children on passives of the verbs \nI!..in the upper and lower divisions 
showe significant difference, M upper = ~7, ower = .64. 

TO xtent that affectedness can be conside a graded concept, the 
present analysis provides no evidence that it plays a role in determining 
children’s comprehension of the passive construction. It should be pointed 
out here that the intuitive notion of cm ctedness”, while relevant to the 
notion of “semantic transitivity” (e.g., aratsos et al., 1985), should be dif- 

te e dichotomous notion invoked in studies of lexical seman- 
tics (e.g., Pinker et al., 1987). The notion of ‘“affectedness”, within this ap- 

Table 6. Mean “afsectedness” ratings and performance on passives 

Verb Mean affectedness % Correct 

eat 6.33 58 
kick 5.67 74 
shake 5.33 48 
drop 5.17 78 
wash 4.67 77 

hug 

hold 
kiss 

3.67 
2.33 
2.0 
1.83 

Mean = 67 

Median split 

61 
82 
47 
67 

Mean = 64 
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preach, relates only to what is strictly entailed in the definition of the verb. 
For example, while a person or object is normally highly affected by being 
kicked, ZM u ovable object, such as a wall, is not. Hence, the logical object 
of kick is not considered “affected” in this stricter sense because the cffected- 
ness is not strictly entailed in the meaning of the verb.’ 

This alternative definition of affectedness is dichotomous rather than con- 
tinuous, with carry, eat, shake, drop, and wash in the [+ affectedness] categ- 
ory, and kick, hug, hold, and kiss in the [- affectedness] category. The mean 
percent correct scores would now be 69% and 62%, respectively. Again, the 
differences, while in the right direction, are quite insignificant and unlikely 
to account for the _najor differences in children’s performance in passive tests. 

In summary, affectedness does not appear to directly constrain children’s 
interpretation of the passive, although it may have an indirect role. For exam- 
ple, we have suggested that the reason that adults fail to use passives for 
non-action verbs is that there is usually nothing happening to the logical 
object of the non-action verb, and hence there is no reason to focus on that 
argument by passivizing the verb. The reason that action verbs are good 
candidates for passivization, thus providing the majority of the child’s input, 
is that PATIENTS of action verbs are normally affected by the action and 
hence are things to focus on in discourse. 

If we are correct in our pragmatic assumptions, then affectedness could 
have a very important role in accounting for children’s differential perfor- 
mance on passives. However, that role would be quite indirect. A more 
direct role for affectedness might arise if children have the same kinds of 
pragmatic constraints on the use of passives, namely patient focus. Lempert 
(1984) provides evidence that children will use passives with patients that are 
more salient, hence focused. Also, Pinker et al.‘s (1987) design estabbshes 
that children will produce passives when asked “what’s happening” to (i.e., 
focusing on) the patient. Since children appear to be sensitive to patient focus 
in passives, they should use more actional passives in their own speech, and 
perhaps, as a consequence, go on to store those passives as lexical entries. 

e results of the pre s 11. 0 3 fes k11l.W U.a”..a* . *u en* “t’ d’ knmm =h~~~~n *b-t cEldren hear very few of 
the non-actional passives that are typically tested in acquisition studies (e.g., 

‘This distinction was pointed out to us byi Steve Pinker. Another reviewer also pointed out that if kick 
subcategorizes for a preposition, as in kid over rhe fence, then there are no “unaffected” interpretations. 
However, this does not apply in the present case. 
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additive, children show consistency in terms of which 
do not comprehend in passive. This confirms the 

tir ns of a verb-based account ratsos effect. However, the 
current c ata do not rule oJt a mixed ch there are also class-based 
effects. _ 

.t would count as evidence that a class-based account is needed in 
ad to a verb-based account? One possibility would be to demonstrate 
that cl&lren show an actionality effect when the input is held constant across 
verb es. There are basically t ways to do this: saturation and depriva- 
tion. the former case, one can simply give the children input ‘.lr passives 
with h action and non-action verbs, and see if they still perform better on 
acticr passives. Such a procedure has been carried out by de Villiers (1984). 
IIn t$s study, different groups of 3- to 4-year-olds repeated active or passive 
forms of sentences containing action or non-action verbs. They were then 
asked to describe some pictures depicting both the actions and non-actional 
St2 tes. 

e Villiers (1984) found that children primarily used the passives that they 
been trained on, and did so quite prolifically. Most significantly, there 

v?ere no differences between the action and non-action verbs in children’s 
uroductions. De Villiers (1984) interpreted these data as contradicting previ- 
ous studies showing worse performance on non-actional passives. But, on the 
contrary, they are exactly what one would predict on the verb-based account. 
These kinds of phenomena suggest that the verb-based account can be very 

in explaining results that would otherwise seem baffling, as they 
to be in de Villiers’ (1984) report. 

Pinker et al. (1987) provide data on both saturation and deprivation in 
their first two experiments. In these studies, children were tested on novel 
verbs that were actional or non-actional (perceptual or spatial). For verbs 
that were modeled in the passive and elicited in the passive (i.e., the “un- 
productive” passives), Pinker et al. (1987) found no differences between ac- 
tion and non-action verbs in children’s willingness to passivize them. In fact, 
if anything, they were more willing to passivize the non-action verbs. This 
again shows that equalizing input by saturation appears to nullify the action- 
ality effects. This is exactly what ES predicted by a verb-based account - as 

inker et al. acknowledge. 
Children were also tested on novel verbs that had been taught only in the 

active voice (i.e., the “‘productive” condition). This represents the depriva- 
tion method of controlling input. The class-based account predicts clear 
superiority for actional passives in this condition. Unfortunately, Pinker et 

. ‘S data were not at all clear-cut. In one experiment, comparing action and 
perception verbs, the raw data showed the perception verbs more likely to 
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be passivized than the action verbs. While this-difference was not significant, 
it clearly fails to indicate an advantage for action verbs. In a second experi- 
ment, comparing action and spatial verbs, the data again failed to show any 
clear evidence for an actional advantage in passivization of novel verbs. 

ile Pinker et al. (1987) point out that these data show no strong reluc- 
tance on the part of children to passivize non-action verbs (see also Pinker, 
1984), they do suggest that there is a tendency in this direction. This conclu- 
sion is based on a measure they call the “relative passivizability index” (RPI), 
which attempts to control for “verb difficulty” (i.e., the fact that non-action 
verbs are initially harder for children to passivize). Thus, the RPI examines 
the difference between children’s “productive” and “unproductive” passiviza- 
tions (see above). Unfortunately, we have serious misgivings about the valid- 
ity of this measure.8 We also note that in an act-out comprehension post-test 
of these novel verbs the evidence was again equivocal concerning the relative 
advantages of action over non-action verbs. In other words, the lack of an 
actionality effect was not restricted to production studies, but appears to 
extend to comprehension studies when novel verbs with no history of dif- 
ferential input are used.g 

Since the Maratsos effect has been replicated a few times now, it is interest- 
ing that the effect is so hard to obtain when there is no difference in input 
for actional and non-actional passives. Such facts, along with the present 
data, appear to conspire toward a relatively simple verb-based explanation 
for children’s problems with non-actional passives. We are not yet ready to 
completely rule out any class-based constraints, but find little convincing 
evidence that they are necessary to explain the Maratsos effect. 

It is certainly true that a purely verb-based mechanism cannot explain 
everything about passive acquisition. In particular, there is no denying that 

‘?he RPI takes the difference between the unproductive and productive conditions for each verb type and 
essentially examines which difference score is bigger. This is said to indicate a greater reluctance on the part 
of children to passivize those verbs. The validity of this measure is questionable on two counts. First, in a 
limiting case, children could be passivizing 100% and 95% for non-action verbs, and 2% and 1% for action 
verbs, yet the action verbs would be classified as more passivizable. Something like this, but less extreme, 
actually occurred for Experiment 1. Second, the notion of “verb difficulty” is justified in terms of non-action 
verbs being initially harder, but in many cases it was the action verbs that showed lower passivization. Thus, 
there is little reason to believe that “verb difficulty” has any real meaning in this case. 

%ere was one result that appears to provide evidence for an actional advantage in Pinker et ul.‘s exper- 
iments. This was a posr hoc comparison of Experiments 3 and 4. Children tested on action verbs in Experimeno 
3 were more likely to passivize the verb than those tested on spatial verbs in Experiment 4. This difference 
approached significance (p = .06), but only for the older children (age 7-g years). The spatial verbs had 
location-theme arguments denoting relations like “to have located at one’s center/end”. Pinker et al. note that 
it is quite difficult to find real word analogues to such verbs. Examining the data from these verbs reveals that 
children had problems even producing the active forms, with as little as 53% success in some cases. Such poor 
performance on the active voice for S-g-years-olds suggests that there may be something “unnatural” about 
these verbs that could make them less than useful as an example of passivization of non-action verbs. 
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the actional passive is a kind of “prototype” passive, as argued by Pinker et 
(1987). n theory must explain how actional passives achieve 

is status. it seems unlikely that one can account for grammat- 
ical restrictions on passi;ization (e.g., *.?ohn wasfit by the suit) without some 
kind of class-based constraints. In fact, Pinker et al. (1987) found that chil- 
dren were indeed unwilling to passivize verbs that violate the thematic hierar- 
chy constraints, proposed by Jackendoff (1972). Furthermore, those results 
were much more clear-cut than the results based on actionality differences 
described above. In conclusion, while there may be some class-based con- 
straints on children’s passive rules, such constraints may not be directly re- 

tsos effect. Verb-based factors, on the other hand, appear 
to play a significant, if not complete, role in limiting children’s comprehension 
of non-actional passives. 

(Note: A = Adam; E = Eve; S = Sarah. Numbers indicate multiple tokens) 

I. Verbal passives 

Acrioml 
adjusted (S) 

) 

broken (E,S,A4) 
burned (E,A) 
caught (A2) 
cleaned (A) 
connected (S) 

cut (S) 
eaten (A) 

folded (E) 
hit (A2,S) 
hugged (S,A2) 
hurt (AS) 
jumped into (S) 

locked ($3) 
made (A7) 
milked (A) 

opened (A) 
operated on (S) 
painted (A) 
picked up (S) 
punished (S) 
re-heated (S) 
reversed (S) 
severed (S) 
sewed (S) 
shipped (S) 
slipped (S) 
soaked (S) 
sold (A) 
spanked (S,A2) 
stepped on (A) 

stirred (A2) 
stolen (S) 
stuck [stick] (E) 
taken out (S) 
tattooed (A) 
tied (A) 
tied on (S) 
tucked inside (A) 
turned (A2) 
turned out (A2) 
washed (E,S2) 
wiped up (E) 
written on (E) 

Non-actionaz 
invited (S3) 
loved (S2) 
blamed (S) 
marked (S) 
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II. Adjectival passives 

Actional 
battered (A) 
bent over (E) 
blocked (A) 
broke (S3) 
broken (E,A27,S12) 
broken up (S) 
brushed (S) 
burned (A) 
caught (A) 
chapped (S) 
chewed (S) 
closed (S3) 
closed up (S) 
cooked (S,A2) 
covered (A) 
dressed (S3) 
dressed up (S5) 
filled (A,S) 
fixed (A,S4) 
folded over (E2) 
folded up (S) 
glued (S3) 
hooked in (S) 
messed up (S) 
misshapen (A) 
mixed up (S) 
murdered (S) 

organized (S) 
picked up (A) 
plugged in (A2) 
plugged into (A2) 
prepared (A2) 
ripped (S2) 
shaycd (5) 
shrunk (S2) 
skinned (A) 
snowed (S) 
soaked (S) 
squashed (A) 
started (S) 
stopped (A2) 
tangled (A) 
tangled up (S) 
tied (A2) 
trained (S) 
turned (A) 
turned on (A) 
turned over (A) 
warmed up (S2) 
washed (A) 

Non-action al 
allowed (S) 
balanced (A) 
booked up (S23 

complicated (E) 
confused (S4) 
crowded (A$) 
disappointed (ES) 
excited (A2 ,S3) 
excused (A) 
exhausted (S2) 
faked out (S) 
flattered (S) 
frightened (A3) 
hurt (S) 
interested (A) 
known (S) 
lost (A,S7) 
made up (S) 
married (A3,S8) 
misplaced (A) 
scared (A2,S7) 
shaped (A7) 
spoiled (S) 
stored (A) 
sunburned (S) 
surprised (X,S3) 
thrilled (S) 
worn out (S4) 
worried (A) 

III. Adjunct actional 

attached (A) fugged up (E) 
bit (S) ground up (A) 
broken (S) punched out (S) 
changed (E) started (A4) 
dressed ($3) straightened out (A) 
embroidered (A) taken (E,A) 
fixed (S2) undressed (S) 

untied (E) 
wiped (A) 
written (A) 

Non-action& 
sunburned (S) 
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Training item 

s the cup on the tray? 
Is the pen on the desk? 
Is the ball on the box? 
Is the apple on the plate? 
s the can on the shelf? 

Test item 

Was the medal kissed by John? 
the box shaken by John? 
the dishes washed by John? 

the toy held by John? 
e the carrots eaten by John? 
the ball kicked by John? 
the blanket hugged by John? 

as the suitcase carried by John? 
as the chair dropped by John? 

s the brush on the drawer? 
Is the chair on the rug? 
Is the book on the table? 
Is the pot on the stove? 
Is the present on the chair? 

Was the story known by John? 
Were the peas hated by John? 
Was the tent seen by John? 
Was the radio heard by John? 
Was the game liked by John? 

as the book remembered by John? 
Was the ball forgotten by John? 
Was the story believed by John? 
Was the movie watched by John? 
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